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Dear Premier Zille, 

We write to you regarding the Province’s planned sale of the Tafelberg school site in Sea Point, to 

private developers.  

Governing Safer Cities  

The United Nations’ 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development recognises that reducing crime, 

violence, discrimination, and ensuring the rule of law, inclusion and good governance, are essential 

for securing sustainable development in all the world’s cities.i It notes that in response to crime and 

insecurity, city managers must work to reduce inequality and promote inclusion, individual and 

community resilience. Building on this, the UN’s forthcoming handbook, Governing Safer Cities, lists 

socio-economic development and inclusion, including through spatial planning, housing and the 

provision of services as requirements for the fostering of urban safety.ii It states that ‘The importance 

of inclusive development…is critical to long-term and sustainable crime prevention.’ Under the 

heading ‘The centrality of inclusion’ it notes that ‘securing cities in a globalising world will require 

every effort…to ensure inclusion, particularly of the most marginalised and excluded. It is these 

people, generally seen to be disconnected from the benefits of the global economy, who are most 

likely to be linked to its dystopian side. No amount of enforcement will succeed in achieving their 

inclusion into the mainstream of city life, and law-enforcement interventions may in fact serve to 

further exclude them.’  

These same themes also run throughout the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)’s 

Handbook on Crime Prevention Guidelines. Under the heading ‘Socio-economic development and 

inclusion’ the handbook states that ‘Crime prevention considerations should be integrated into all 

relevant social and economic policies and programmes…[including]…housing and urban planning, 

poverty, social marginalization and exclusion.’iii 

Mixed cities are sustainable cities  

Another major UN agency, UN Habitat, which promotes ‘socially and environmentally sustainable 

human settlements’ notes that the ‘planning (and also the un-planning)’ of cities is key to peoples’ 

safety. With this in mind, the agency recommends that ‘at least 40 per cent of floor space should be 

allocated for economic use in any neighbourhood’ and that neighbourhoods should be economically 
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mixed. It recommends that 20 to 50 per cent of residential zoning in any neighbourhood should be 

allocated to low cost housing.iv  

Crime, space and place in Cape Town 

South Africa has one of the highest recorded crime rates in the world. By one estimate, the country is 

home to four of the world’s fifty most violent cities, with Cape Town ranked 9th.v The country’s 

murder rate has halved since the mid-nineties but remains alarmingly high at 33 per 100,000 in 

2014/2015.vi Crime and violence are the product of a range of factors which, in South Africa, are 

compounded by the socio-spatial segregation of our cities. 

Cross-national research suggests that some of the strongest determinants of violent crime rates are 

inequality and the concentration of poverty – more so than the absolute level of poverty.vii Especially 

when inequality is highly visible and when segregation is stark,viii there is a loss of trust and an 

increase in a sense of frustration and alienation,ix which make it more difficult for already-strained 

communities to positively regulate the behaviour of the youth.x Thus spatial marginalisation, which is 

linked to social and economic marginalisation, contributes to violence and fear. 

Cape Town is an amazing city, but it is also very violent. Between April 2011 and March 2012, police 

in the city recorded more murders than in Johannesburg and Pretoria combined.xi The vast majority 

of this violence is cocooned within urban enclaves of relative poverty, seclusion and isolation on the 

city’s Cape Flats, where the working poor predominantly reside. Despite the Province and City’s 

many excellent initiatives to promote city safety, both through development and law-enforcement, 

many Cape Flats neighbourhoods remain hotbeds of crime and risk. Unfortunately no amount of 

democratic law-enforcement is likely to bring this under control in the absence of changes to the 

urban and economic landscapes. In this light, development of the Tafelberg site offers you, the 

Province and the City, a prime opportunity to demonstrate your vision of an inclusive, just Cape 

Town, and to take a giant leap forward towards its realisation. 

The Tafelberg site: progress and symbolism 

Apartheid planning left communities divided by race and its apartheid correlate, income, so that poor 

residents, in general, live farthest from nodes of economy and employment. This geography 

condemns the working poor to spend more time and money travelling to work (or in search of work) 

than it does many wealthier and middle class city residents. This, you no doubt agree, is a form of 

structural violence. However, two by-products of this structural violence, and potentially lethal 

threats to the working poor, are the violent crime and the risk-saturated roads that it generates. As a 

result, tens of thousands of Capetonians must daily put themselves at risk, walking in the early and 

late hours of the day, and travelling on recklessly driven taxis in a country with among the highest 

road-death toll in the world. This is an injustice which you, the Province and City have inherited, 

rather than created. It is, however, one you can begin to undo. While the development of mixed or 

low-income housing on the Tafelberg school site would do little to disrupt decades of urban 

segregation, it would be an important first step and powerful symbolic gesture that would reflect 

positively on the Province, City and its management. To many onlookers around the country and the 

world it would be considered an important example of progressive urban governance. As such, we 
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would urge you to re-consider the sale of this land to private developers. 

 

We thank you for taking the time to consider our submission and wish you well in bringing this 

important vision to fruition.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

Prof Mark Shaw  Dr Andrew Faull                Mr Matthew Skade  Ms Anine Kriegler 
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